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Dynatron Liquid-Armor
Invisible Screen Protector

with Nano Technology

Special Price

$18.71 was

$24.95

Product Images

Short Description

LIQUID-ARMOR a remarkable Nano coating technology that shines and protects your portable device screen like nothing else! One
simple application of LIQUID-ARMOR with unique anti-static and weather- resistant formula will repel dust and stains for up to 6
months!

 

https://www.facebook.com/PerformancePCs
https://twitter.com/PerformancePCs
https://www.instagram.com/performancepcs/
https://www.youtube.com/user/PerformancepcsTV
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Description

 

LIQUID-ARMOR a remarkable Nano coating technology that shines and protects your portable device screen like nothing else! One
simple application of LIQUID-ARMOR with unique anti-static and weather- resistant formula will repel dust and stains for up to 6
months!

 

 Nano Coating Figure:

 Microfiber Polishing Cloths
Benefits:
 

 

 Our Premium Microfiber cloth is made of 100% microfilament and
polyhedron cross-section yam specifically designed for removal of
residues. It will not causes scratch or damage to surfaces. Free of
chemical treatment, cleaning will not corrode surfaces. For the DV,
camera, cellphone, laptop, the screen of LCD & PDP. Cloth is machine
washable with PH-Neutral cleaning agent.

  

 

 
The coarse cloth surface is designed for fine particles
removal and dust cleaning. (use side (A) when apply
LIQUID-ARMOR)

 

 
The plain and interlacing strands of knitted surface is
designed to clean fingerprints, grease and etc. (use side
(B) before and after apply LIQUID-ARMOR)

 

Features

- Provides scratch-resistant surface for normal wear and
tear.

- Screen protection up to 2x stronger than traditional
screen protection film.

- Preserves touch screen sensitivity sharpness and
vividness of screen display.

- Anti-Static / High Gloss

- Water spill-resistant
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- Smooth, dirt repellent surface.

- Best to protect any glasses of Smartphone, Tablet PC,
LCD/LED (Camera, Laptop, TV) Screen without size
boundary.

Specifications

Specifications:

- LIQUID AMOR x 1 (10 ml, 0.33 FL oz.)

- Microfiber Cloth x 1 (8" x 8", 20cm x 20cm)

- Microfiber Pouch (Bonus)

- Overall Dimension: 175 x 125 x 33 (mm)

- Overall Weight: 104.5 (g)

 

Additional Information

Brand Dynatron

SKU LA100SP-D

Weight 2.0000

Tool Type Cleaning Compound

Special Price $18.71


